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In respect of the work of “Mankind” in the book Masterpieces 
from the National Art Gallery Malaysia (selected and 
introduced by Redza Piyadasa published by the National Art 
Gallery Malaysia in 2002), at page 186 and 187 contained the 
inaccurate depiction/description of the work as follows: 

1. The work “Mankind” was created in 1972, not 1992;

2. The chronology of the events is inaccurate as “Mankind” was 
first exhibited at the National Art Gallery Malaysia in 1973 
whereas “Of ‘Image, Object, Illusion’ - Off Series Mechanism” 
was exhibited at the same Gallery in 1977;

3. It was wrongly described that ‘the audience step on to’ and 
‘the viewer had to climb up the steps and salute the image of 
the painted images of the Malaysian flag’. In fact Lee Kian Seng 
does not have such intention for the audience to do so. The 
painting, flag and podium installation are the result of intuitive 
creation,

4. The description of Education at page 186 is innaccurate. It 
should be ‘Virtually self-trained. Conducted research at the 
Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music and Tokyo 
Print-making Research Studio (1976-1977)’. (More details at 
http://www.leekianseng.com/lee_Bio.html);

5. The original installation comprises an area of grassy earth 
(cow grass), not artificial grass at page 187; and

6. The correct description of the work is:
“Mankind” (1972) by Lee Kian Seng is an installation of mixed 
media (160 x 220 x 140cm) comprising the juxtaposition of two 
abstracted metal chair-like structures (symbolising male and 
female Yin-Yang created Mankind on Earth), which are chained 
and locked together atop an area of grassy earth (cow grass).
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